
This electric jack features a new 
wireless remote control that operates 
both wireless and wired. One button 
will raise and lower all jacks 
(or each jack independently or any 
combination) Includes coded security 
control. Remote on/ocontrol. Remote on/off panel with 
built-in 15 minute auto shutdown for 
safety purposes. Specially engineered 
for long life and trouble- free 
operation. Its heavy-duty construction
allows for 2500 lb. capacity per jack. 
Features a 36" plus lift , along with a
head that swivels 360° for ease of head that swivels 360° for ease of 
installation and a large footpad for added 
stability. Includes hardware and wire 
connectors. 

Get a good night sleep, stop bed shakes, 
whether the camper is on or off the 
truck. Are you afraid of tipping over the 
camper while you are in bed and the 
camper is on the jacks? Reduce the 
chance that your camper will tip over 
due to  incorrect or unstable due to  incorrect or unstable 
positioning, high winds or 
overloaded overhang with Rieco 
Titan's new Stable Stix.

Precision engineered 
and rugged, all steel 
zinc plated construction 
for long life and  
trouble free operation.
Features a "Won't 
Slip OSlip Off" crank and free floating grip 
handle for easy, comfortable cranking. 
Extra strong 3-leg tripod with large area 
pads minimize soft, "sink-in" problems. 
The tripod presents a compact package 
for easy storing. Each jack in set comes 
with a #1 mounting bracket and hardware.  
Use 3 standard jacks for campers 1500 lbs. Use 3 standard jacks for campers 1500 lbs. 
or less;  3 heavy duties or 4 standards for 
campers under 2300 lbs. 4 heavy duty 
jacks will handle the weight of any size 
camper. 

Easily convert your Rieco-Titan 
convertible jack to an electric wireless 
remote controlled system. Rieco-Titan’s 
new convertible jack is Heavy-Duty, 
All Steel Construction,  2000 lb. 
capacity per jack. It includes 
2 jack posts and 1 crank handle.  2 jack posts and 1 crank handle.  
The convertible jack has the same 
durabilty and reliablity everyone 
expects from Rieco-Titan. 

 With a pre-wired camper, you can go 
from manual to electric jack in just one 
hour.

   56211, White                   
   56212, Black                   
                Wireless Remote, 4/Set
   16694  Thermal self-resetting 
12volt 60 amp circuit breaker   

   21104,                   
            Set of two (2) stable stix 
and one (1) 10 ft. ratchet strap

   14031,  White  2/set  
   14032,  Black  2/set  
                  
Electric Upgrade Kit for 
Convertible Jack

   56161,  White         
   56162,  Black         

     12030,             H.D.,  3/Set   
     12040,             H.D.,  4/Set   
     12010,             H.D.,  1/Set   
     11030,             Std.,   3/Set   
     11040,             Std.,   4/Set   
     11010,             Std.,   1/Set      

New Backup
Remote
Included

Tripod Jacks

Convertible Jack SystemStable Stix
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